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1. Put the dialogue into the correct order.

2. Put the words in order to make sentences. Make the necessary changes. Use” be 
going to”.

1. visit – tomorrow  - Bill  -  his relatives  - at 2  (+)

2. you  -  what  - do – this weekend (?)

3. Mary and her friends  -  her birthday  - celebrate  -  next week  (-)

4. we  -  at the library  - for English exam  - at 10 – study  (+)

5. your sister  -  this week  -  have a party (?)

- You are welcome. See you on my birthday.

- What time should I come?

- Of course. Thanks when is it?

-Hello, Samuel.

-  At 7 in the evening.

- OK. Where are you going to celebrate it?

- I want to invite for my birthday party.

-See you. I’ll be there.

- It’s on the tenth of next month.

- At my house, of course.

- OK, I got it, Kitty. Thanks for the invitation.

- Would you like to join?

A: Hello, Kitty.

B: ......................................................................

A: ......................................................................

B: ......................................................................

A: ......................................................................

B: ......................................................................

A: ......................................................................

B: ......................................................................

A: ......................................................................

B: ......................................................................

A: ......................................................................

B: ......................................................................
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3. Read the paragraph.

Hi, I’m Emily. I’ll talk about my best friend, Esra. We became friends five 
years ago. And now, we are best friends forever. I really love her so much 
and our relationship. 

Esra is the same age as me. We are both 12 years old. She is medium-he-
ight and beautiful girl with brown eyes. She is one of the most popular and 
successful students at school.

The answer of why I love her isn’t simple. There are a lot of things to men-
tion. First of all, she is trustworthy. That is what I like most about her. You 
can share anything you want. That’s why your secrets are in safe hands.  If 
she is available, she never refuses to help. She also supports me. We back 
each other up. I have great confidence when she is on my side. Everybody 
loves her, so do I. 

She knows how to enjoy her life and herself. It is impossible to get bored 
while being with her. We have lots of things in common. As an example, we 
walk to school together in the mornings. During and after school, we never 
miss seeing each other. I can’t imagine any day that I don’t spend with her. 
She makes jokes and I find her jokes amusing. 

At the weekends, we love going out with friends. Sometimes we see a movie at the cinema. We both enjoy 
science fiction and comedy films.  We also play basketball. I am better than her when it comes to basketball, 
but playing basketball with her makes me really happy. If the weather is nice, we certainly have picnic.  

a) Mark the statements True or False

1. ……………….Emily and Esra get on well each other. (       )
2. ………………Esra doesn’t want to help others. (       )
3. ……………….To Emily, Esra is a regular  person just like the others. (       )
4. ………………Esra’s characteristic feature is more important to Emily than her appearance. (       )
5. ………………Esra isn’t good at keeping secrets. (       )

b) Find and write the correct words in the reading passage for definitions. 

 Words                         Definitions 

………………………… You always tell the truths and never lie.

………………………… The same  or similar things  done together

………………………… Known by people

………………………… You are watching a movie which isn’t interesting so you are about to fall asleep.

………………………… Lost or wasted chances.
c) Answer the questions.

1. What makes Emily special?

2. Do Esra and Emily always back up?

3. Are Emily and Esra great buddies?

4. What does Esra do when anyone asks for help?

5. How often do they hang out?
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Emily invites her best friend, Esra to her slumber party. Esra doesn’t have any plan that night. What may be 
Esra’s respond?

A) That would be great, but I don’t feel good.Sorry.
B) A slumber party? Oh, I don’t like such parties, you know.
C) Of course. I’ll definitely be there.
D) I like you, but my intention is to go to the cinema  with my parents.

Esra is at home. She wants to spend time with Emil, but she doesn’t want to go out. What does she say?

A) What would you like to drink?
B) Can you come along?
C) Do you promise you won’t tell to anybody?
D) Shall we go for a walk?

d) Circle the correct answers. 

e) Complete the list of activities Emily and Esra do together. 

f) Write the characteristic features of Esra mentioned in the passage.


